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Abstract
We offer a novel view of AdaBoost in a statistical setting. We propose a Bayesian
model for binary classification in which label noise is modeled hierarchically. Us-
ing variational inference to optimize a dynamic evidence lower bound, we derive
a new boosting-like algorithm called VIBoost. We show its close connections to
AdaBoost and give experimental results from four datasets.
1 Introduction
Boosting, and in particular AdaBoost [20, 5, 6], is an effective method of aggregating classifiers.
AdaBoost produces a reliable binary classifier and often avoids overfitting. Nevertheless, it can be
sensitive to “noisy” data and may severely underperform as a result. In this paper, we embed binary
classification in a Bayesian model and show how it interfaces with the boosting paradigm. With this
model, we can address the vulnerability to noise in a principled way.
Real-world data will almost always include noise, even with binary labels. In the U.S. Presidential
election of 2000, the country was kept in suspense for more than a month while votes were recounted
in the state of Florida. During the recount it had become apparent that the use of the “butterfly ballot”
had confused voters [23]. Probabilistically, we can model a confused voter as one who casts a vote
that is independent of his/her actual intention. These votes—borne out of confusion—are considered
“noisy” and any attempt to learn a voter-to-vote connection, e.g., via boosting, becomes difficult.
However, this does not preclude the extraction of important noise information. If we can detect and
quantify the noise properties of a given dataset, then it should be reflected in our expectations of
constructing a good classifier.
In addressing label noise, we have chosen to interpret aggregating classifiers in a fully-Bayesian
model. Once in place, this model lets us incorporate additional latent variables to account for noise.
In our context, noise means that the true label is ignored and randomly reassigned, i.e., it may be
inverted. A learning algorithm such as AdaBoost is sensitive to this type of label perturbation be-
cause it focuses on the examples that pose a greater difficulty of classification. Using this augmented
model, we construct an algorithm that performs approximate inference of the posterior distribution
associated with the latent variables. Although the intent is inference, the algorithm is able to produce
a binary classifier accompanied by noise statistics that reflect the quality of the learned classifier. We
also show that the algorithm—in its simplest form—reduces to a smoothed version of AdaBoost.
In developing a Bayesian model for aggregating binary classifiers, we begin with the logistic re-
gression model proposed by [7]. Given a set of base classifiers, the latent variables of the model
are the weights placed on these base classifiers. We then introduce variables to account for label
perturbations. Finally, we use variational inference to estimate the posterior distributions.
Our ideas lead to a new boosting-like algorithm called VIBoost—boosting stemming from
variational inference. AdaBoost employs a greedy search for incorporating new base classifiers.
Similarly, in VIBoost each main-loop iteration introduces a new base classifier, which induces a
new model. With this new model, variational inference is applied using previous values for a warm
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start. In the process, noise statistics are cultivated. Our experiments reveal that VIBoost performs
on par with AdaBoost and supplies meaningful characterizations of the label perturbations.
Much has been done to cast boosting in a statistical setting. Friedman et al. [7] leveraged the logistic
regression model and then used a functional gradient to derive a boosting update. Collins et al. [3]
used information geometry to derive AdaBoost and algorithms emerged with exponential and lo-
gistic loss objectives. Lebanon & Lafferty [15] solidified the relationship between AdaBoost and
maximum likelihood via duality. These ideas led to a Bayesian perspective of boosting and pro-
vided a way to incorporate prior knowledge [21].
There have been many approaches for handling noise. For example, Servedio addressed label noise
in a PAC learning framework and developed SmoothBoost [22]. Through a statistical formulation,
Krause & Singer [14] addressed noise in the context of symmetric, random label inversions, and
devised algorithms to alleviate the resulting adverse effects. In one of these algorithms they used
expectation maximization to construct a classifier while simultaneously updating a noise parameter.
Building on this work, we use variational inference and address label noise in the process.
The paper is organized as follows: the initial groundwork for the Bayesian model is given in §2. In
§3 we introduce two probability distributions that will play a role in the model. The proposed model
is presented in §4 and variational inference is applied in §5. We discuss the connection to AdaBoost
in §6. We give experimental results in §7 and we conclude in §8.
2 The Core Model
In the binary classification problem we are given a set of N labeled examples {(xn, yn)}Nn=1. Each
example is an element of some space X and the labels are elements of {−1,+1}. In addition to the
labeled examples, we also have a set of M base classifiers F = {f1, . . . , fM}. Each element of F
is a function that maps X to {−1,+1}. Additionally, we assume that (a) h ∈ F ⇒ −h /∈ F and
(b) h1, h2 ∈ F ⇒ ∃ i ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that h1(xi) 6= h2(xi). These assumptions ensure a finite
number of classifiers and prevent identifiability problems.
For a fixed x ∈ X , suppose the logarithm of the “+1”-to-“−1” label odds is given by F (x) =
log p(y=+1|x)p(y=−1|x) . Thus, we can form the conditional probability mass function for the labels as
p(y | x, F ) = 11+exp(−yF (x)) . A label sampled in this way shall be called a true label. Logistic
regression models the spatially-variant log-odds-ratio as a weighted sum over all base classifiers,
i.e., F (x) =
∑M
m=1 cmfm(x).
Consider a model defined by the following generative process:
1. Draw cm
iid∼ PC (m = 1, . . . ,M ) .
2. Construct F =
∑M
m=1 cmfm .
3. Draw x1:N independently according to some distribution over X .
4. Draw yn ∈ {−1,+1} independently according to p(yn | xn, F ) = 11+exp[−ynF (xn)] .
The graphical model is shown in Figure 1.
The latent variables are the base classifier weights c1:M . Using the labeled examples, we seek the
posterior distribution over the weights. A similar approach was posed by Minka [17] with the Bayes
Point Machine [11]. In contrast with our work, the author considered (i) a linear classifier without
the notion of base classifiers, (ii) expectation propagation as opposed to variational inference, and
(iii) a Gaussian prior for the weights.
The posterior distribution over the weights reflects a compromise of the observed data
( {xn, yn}Nn=1 ) with our prior beliefs (PC ). It also has the potential of yielding a classifier via
the M -dimensional mean or mode, for example. Combining prior beliefs with observed data is
made easier through conjugacy, which is how we propose a distribution for PC . This is the subject
of the next section.
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Figure 1: The core graphical model for the
boosting problem. Each label depends on the
example and log-odds-ratio function. The only
latent variables are the base classifier weights.
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Figure 2: For a given versatile logistic with unit
multiplicities, the negative logarithm of one of
the product terms is shown above (β=1 , γ=2).
Each curve of this form is tightly lower-bounded
by a piecewise-linear function with one knot at
z=γ. The slopes are 0 and β.
3 The Versatile Logistic & Binary Logistic Distributions
We use two conjugate distributions to specify the model described in Figure 1. The first distribution
is used as a prior for the weights c1:M , and the second is associated with label generation. For
vectors β,γ ∈ RK and µ ∈ RK+ , we define the density over the reals
p(z) ∝∏Kk=1 ( 11+exp[βk(z−γk)])µk (1)
to be the Versatile Logistic Distribution—written v-Log(β,γ,µ)— with slope vector β, knot vector
γ, and multiplicity vector µ. Figure 2 provides the motivation behind this nomenclature. Define
u¯ ,
[
+1
−1
] ∈ R2. A familiar density is v-Log(u¯,0,1), which is a logistic distribution.
The density described in (1) is valid if and only if there exists both a positive and negative slope with
corresponding positive multiplicity. Consequently, we must have K ≥ 2. Additionally, this distri-
bution is unimodal, so it is reasonable to estimate its mean with an approximate mode. We prove
these facts in §S.1. The product represented in (1) relates to a Product of Experts [12]; however,
each factor by itself does not correspond to a valid density.
We now define a probability mass function for the binary random variable Y taking values in
{−1,+1}. For scalars z, β, and γ we define
p(y) =
1
1 + exp[−yβ(z − γ)] (2)
to be the corresponding Binary Logistic Distribution, written b-Log(z, β, γ). In comparing (2) to
label generation in our model, we see that β and γ encode base classifier information. The versatile
logistic and binary logistic are conjugate in the following way: if z ∼ v-Log(β,γ,µ) and yn|z ∼
b-Log(z, θn, φn)—drawn independently for n = 1, . . . , N—then the posterior of z given y1:N is
also a versatile logistic with parameters
β′ = [β1, . . . , βK ,−y1θ1, . . . ,−yNθN ]T ∈ RK+N (3)
γ′ = [γ1, . . . , γK , φ1, . . . , φN ]T ∈ RK+N (4)
µ′ = [µ1, . . . , µK , 1, . . . , 1]T ∈ RK+N . (5)
In the binary classification problem, the b-Log–v-Log conjugacy relationship helps with posterior
inference. By construction, the posterior distribution of the weights is a versatile logistic.
4 Incorporating Noise
We will now build upon the model presented in §2. Suppose we fix an instance x ∈ X and repeatedly
generate labels from p(y | x, F ). If the labels are true, then the empirical ratio of plus-to-minus
labels will converge to exp[F (x)], i.e., the odds ratio.
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Figure 3: The graphical model for Bayesian
boosting.
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Figure 4: The dynamic graphical model for
Bayesian boosting.
On the other hand, according to our model, if the labels are noisy, the empirical odds ratio converges
to some fixed value, which is independent of x. Let eξ be this noise-related odds ratio. Equivalently,
ξ is an instance-independent, static log-odds-ratio, which we refer to as the noise grade. For exam-
ple, noise grades of −∞, 0, and +∞, translate to random label assignments of +1 with probability
0, 1/2, and 1, respectively.
Let w take on values in {0, 1} and encode whether a label is true or noisy. We can merge the two
label types into the following conditional label probability:
p(y | w,x, ξ, F ) = 1
1 + exp[−y(wF (x) + (1−w)ξ)] =
w
1 + exp[−yF (x)] +
1−w
1 + exp[−yξ] . (6)
The role of w selects the label type: true or noisy. Treating w as a latent variable, we embellish the
model of §2:
1. Draw cm
iid∼ v-Log(u¯,0, µ01) (m = 1, . . . ,M ) .
2. Construct F =
∑M
m=1 cmfm .
3. Draw x1:N independently according to some distribution over X .
4. Draw ξ ∼ v-Log(u¯,0, µ′01) .
5. Draw θ ∼ Beta(ζ1, ζ2) (ζ ∈ R2+) .
6. Draw wn|θ iid∼ Bernoulli(θ) (n = 1, . . . , N ) .
7. Draw yn ∈ {−1,+1} independently according to
p(yn | wn,xn, ξ, F ) = 1
1 + exp[−yn(wnF (xn) + (1−wn)ξ)] . (7)
There is now a prior assigned to cm, and the new steps (4-6) model noise. The graphical model is
depicted in Figure 3. Although not immediately apparent, this model subsumes label inversion as a
form of noise (§S.2).
From the classification standpoint, the primary latent variables of the above generative process are
still c1:M , or the weights. The latent w1:N , or type selectors, are responsible for the type of label
generated. They are drawn independently from θ, the type prior. We can reason that θ/(1 − θ)
represents a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This stems from the expected value of Nθ true labels and
N(1−θ) noisy labels (see §S.2 for full details). Alternatively, we can use the prior of θ for the SNR
estimate, yielding E{Θ}/E{1−Θ} = ζ1/ζ2.
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5 Variational Inference
With a Bayesian model in place, our focus turns to the posterior distribution of the latent variables.
This allows us to construct a classifier by estimating the mean or mode of the posterior weights (cm).
We accomplish this with stagewise variational inference.1
Full Variational Inference. Before motivating our stagewise approach, we first review variational
inference. In our model we have the observed variables 〈F ,x1:N , y1:N 〉 and the latent variables
〈c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ〉. We are interested in the posterior p(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ | F ,x1:N , y1:N ), which is
proportional to the joint p(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ,F ,x1:N , y1:N ). In variational inference, we introduce
a distribution q(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ) to bound the log of the marginal probability of the observations
[24],
log p(F ,x1:N , y1:N)≥
∫
q(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ) log p(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ,F ,x1:N , y1:N)dc1:Mdξdw1:Ndθ
− ∫ q(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ) log q(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ)dc1:Mdξdw1:Ndθ . (8)
The right-hand side of (8) is referred to as the evidence lower bound (ELBO). Using the KL-
divergence, we can also write
log p(F ,x1:N , y1:N) = KL( q(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ) ‖ posterior ) + ELBO . (9)
The KL divergence provides a measure of closeness between the auxiliary distribution and the pos-
terior. We maximize the ELBO with respect to the parameters of q, thereby minimizing the KL
divergence to the posterior. We use mean-field variational inference, i.e., we assume a factorized q:
q(c1:M , ξ, w1:N , θ) =
∏M
m=1q(cm) · q(ξ) ·
∏N
n=1q(wn) · q(θ) . (10)
Each component of the factorized variational distribution has a form and variational parameters.
For example, a reasonable form of q(cm) is a versatile logistic with variational parameters given by
some slope, knot and weight vectors. Typically, we optimize the parameters with coordinate ascent,
updating each in turn, holding the others fixed. In our model, this yields the following updates [1]:
log q∗(cm)← Eq[log p(C1:m−1, cm, Cm+1:M ,Ξ,W1:N ,Θ,F ,x1:N , y1:N )] + const (11)
log q∗(ξ)← Eq[log p(C1:M , ξ,W1:N ,Θ,F ,x1:N , y1:N )] + const (12)
log q∗(wn)← Eq[log p(C1:M ,Ξ,W1:n−1, wn,Wn+1:N ,Θ,F ,x1:N , y1:N )] + const (13)
log q∗(θ)← Eq[log p(C1:M ,Ξ,W1:N , θ,F ,x1:N , y1:N )] + const . (14)
Each term on the right is a leave-one-out expectation over the latent variables, resulting in a function
of the corresponding left-out latent variable. Running the variational inference algorithm repeatedly
cycles through these updates.
This algorithm is not convenient. The chosen form of the approximate posterior weight distributions
is a versatile logistic. From conjugacy, the number of parameters required to specify each distri-
bution is linear in the number of examples (N ). Additionally, we hope to use a large number of
base classifiers, even for small datasets. Thus, for our classification problem, cycling through all
auxiliary weight distributions is impractical because integrating over the weights is too much of a
computational burden.
Stagewise Variational Inference. To address these issues, we propose a dynamic model over the
current static one: with a current estimate of F =
∑
m cmfm, we introduce a single base classifier
and then run variational inference on the latent 〈c, ξ, w1:N , θ〉. The regression counterpart would be
Forward Stagewise Regression, a greedy algorithm which finds a sparse subset of covariates and is
structurally similar to AdaBoost [10].
In each main loop iteration, let H(·) be the current estimate of the true log-odds-ratio F (·) and
suppose we have a “promising” candidate h ∈ F that we wish to merge with H . This promising
classifier is found greedily (details below) and, once found, becomes a fixed variable in the model.
Now, rather than M latent weights, we have a single latent weight c corresponding to h. Every
1The common approach in this situation is to use a Gibbs sampler. The Gibbs sampler for the graphical
model of Figure 3 is given in §S.3. We used Adaptive Rejection Sampling [9] to sample a v-Log. In practice,
this approach was too time consuming, which is why we turned to inference.
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Algorithm 1 VIBoost
Input: {(xn, yn)}Nn=1, F , µ0 ∈ R+, µ′0 ∈ R+, ζ ∈ R2+
Initialize H : X → {−1,+1} to the zero function
Initialize η ∈ R2+, ω ∈ R2+, and φ ∈ [0, 1]N
Define β(h) , [+1,−1,−y1h(x1), . . . ,−yNh(xN )]T
Define γ(H,h) , [0, 0,−H(x1)h(x1), . . . ,−H(xN )h(xN )]T
Define µ(φ) , [µ0, µ0, φ1, . . . , φN ]T
for t = 1 to T do
ht ← arg maxh∈F |Mode[v-Log(β(h),γ(H,h),µ(φ))]|
while ELBO increases significantly do
αt ← Mode[v-Log(β(ht),γ(H,ht),µ(φ))]
ω1 ← µ′0 +
∑N
n=1(1− φn)1{yn = −1}
ω2 ← µ′0 +
∑N
n=1(1− φn)1{yn = +1}
κn
1:N← exp [ψ(η1)−ψ(η2) +ψ(ω0)−ψ(ω2)1{yn = +1} −ψ(ω1)1{yn = −1}]
1 + exp[−yn(H(xn) + αtht(xn))]
φn
1:N← κn/(1 + κn)
η1 ← ζ1 +
∑N
n=1φn
η2 ← ζ2 +
∑N
n=1(1− φn)
end while
H ← H + αtht
end for
Output: classifier sign{H(·)}
update of H induces a new model to which we apply variational inference. This new, time varying
graphical model is featured in Figure 4.
Let D denote the evidence, i.e., the observed variables x1:N , y1:N , H , and h. At each stage we
assume the following distributions:
p(c | D) ≈ q(c | β,γ,µ) ∼ v-Log(β,γ,µ) p(ξ | D) ≈ q(ξ | ω) ∼ v-Log(u¯,0,ω) (15)
p(wn | D) ≈ q(wn | φn) ∼ Bernoulli(φn) p(θ | D) ≈ q(θ | η) ∼ Beta(η) . (16)
The variational updates and the ELBO are derived in §S.4 and §S.5, respectively. The general
approach is to isolate the terms of the log-likelihood that feature the variable of interest—all other
terms will cancel after normalization and are extraneous. We then take expectations and attempt to
identify a distribution.
The resulting algorithm, VIBoost, is presented in Algorithm 1 (ψ(·) is the digamma function ). Pos-
sible modifications include (a) fixing the number of variational inference iterations so that ELBO
calculations are avoided, and (b) setting the αt once and skipping its update in the variational infer-
ence loop.
We greedily select the next base classifier by finding the v-Log posterior with maximal mode. A
large mode suggests that the corresponding weight possesses discriminative classification strength.
We opted for the mode rather than the mean; we now justify this choice.
A v-Log distribution with more than two slope/knot/multiplicity terms has the advantage of being
a one-dimensional density, but is cumbersome when evaluating statistics of interest. Computing
the normalization constant, mode and mean require iterative techniques, which can bog down any
algorithm. However, if we replace µk log(1 + eβk(z−γk)), a summand of the log-density, with the
single-tail approximation µkeβkτ(z−γk) (τ > 0) we arrive at the modal estimate of
α = 12τβ log
( ∑
k:βk<0
µke
τβγk∑
k:βk>0
µke
−τβγk
)
, (17)
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where β = |βk| is constant (§S.4.1 and [7]). For a unimodal distribution, this closed-form expres-
sion provides an efficient way of estimating expectations. Thus, in avoiding numerical integration,
Algorithm 1 is performing approximate variational inference.
6 Relation to AdaBoost
We now compare our algorithm to AdaBoost. Consider the simpler model of §2, a true-label dataset
with prior assignments (Figure 1). This leaves the greedy step of finding the maximal mode in Al-
gorithm 1 and updating H without the variational inference. We now investigate the approximation
supplied by (17) with µ0 = τ = 1. Let Z =
∑N
n=1 e
−ynH(xn) and dn = e−ynH(xn)/Z so that∑N
n=1 dn = 1. The approximate mode α is
1
2 log
(
1/Z+(1−ε)
1/Z+ε
)
, (18)
where ε =
∑
n dn1{h(xn) 6= yn} is a weighted error ascribed to the new classifier (§S.6). When
compared to AdaBoost, the update is identical when the 1/Z term is not present. Effectively, the
1/Z term results in a shrinkage of the assigned weights (see Figure 5).
The variable Z is equal to the current exponential loss. If Z is small then 1/Z is large which leads
to a dampened weight assignment (and vice versa). Assuming the exponential loss decreases with
more iterations, the algorithm acts like AdaBoost early on and then becomes more conservative
with each iteration. Quinlan [19] incorporated similar smoothing for AdaBoost and described it as
“necessarily ad-hoc”. In the proposed model, this smoothing results from the prior assignment. We
also note that AdaBoost selects the base classifier that minimizes ε. From (18), this coincides with
the largest approximation-based mode.
The slopes β(h) as defined in Algorithm 1 contain individual [mis]matches of the base classifier
with the labels, whereas the knots contain individual, weighted [mis]matches of the base classi-
fier with the current log-odds-ratio estimate. The prior effectively augments the data by inserting
two phantom examples. Each example lies in the zero level set of H as indicated by a knot of 0
(H(x)h(x) = 0 ⇒ H(x) = 0). The slopes of ±1 presume that the base classifier succeeds in
correctly labeling one of the pseudo-examples, while failing with the other.
Finally, leveraging d1:N we can rewrite Algorithm 1 to use the weighted error ε rather than a mode
search. Using these errors for ranking the base classifiers—as done in AdaBoost—decreases com-
putation time significantly when searching for a new candidate base classifier. The greedy search in
VIBoost would then closely match AdaBoost’s in computation time, thereby leading to an efficient
algorithm with a similar runtime to AdaBoost.
7 Experiments
We studied VIBoost on real and synthetic data. We found that VIBoost works as well as AdaBoost
for binary classification. More importantly, we show that the variables accounting for label noise
are a meaningful diagnostic of misfit. For all experiments, our VIBoost initialization was µ0 =µ′0 =
φn=ζj=ηj=τ=1. Setting τ=1 provides the closest means of comparison with AdaBoost. For all
experiments we used decision stumps as our base classifiers. Using the variational parameters of the
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type prior, we use η1/η2 for the SNR. For the noise grade we use log(ω2/ω1), the mode associated
with the approximate posterior. All results presented are average values calculated over 40 runs.
As VIBoost outputs a classifier, we investigate classifier quality on two real-world, text datasets.
The first dataset is the 57-feature spam dataset [4]. With 6,401 examples, each run trained on a
random 10% and tested on the remaining 90%. The second dataset is a state dataset [8] comprising
145 documents with 22,648 features (bag of words). Instead of the word count, however, we used a
present/absent binary value. Each document relates to Illinois or Michigan. We trained on 30% and
tested on the remaining 70% (random splits). Error results are featured in Figures 6 and 7 and reveal
that VIBoost and AdaBoost performed similarly.
In addition to a classifier, VIBoost also provides noise statistics. Using a synthetic dataset,
we now look at the algorithm’s estimate of the posterior SNR (η1/η2) and the posterior noise
grade ( log(ω2/ω1) ) after 50 iterations. We simulated 100 examples on the real line with X =
{−99,−97,−95, . . . ,+99}. Following the generative process of §4, we constructed the step dataset
with F (x) = +∞ for x positive and −∞ for x negative (+1 label for x positive and −1 label for x
negative). With a noise grade of log 3 ≈ 1.1, we varied the type prior, θ, of the generative process.
Figures 8 and 9 respectively show the SNR and noise grade with varying θ. In a pure-noise situation
(θ = 0) the SNR is at its lowest and the noise grade is best estimated. Conversely, in the absence of
noise (θ = 1) the SNR is at its greatest, rendering the noise grade estimate irrelevant.
The last dataset we considered in this paper was also simulated. Inspired by [16], we constructed a
1,200-example, 31-feature Long-Servedio dataset—a dataset that provably “breaks” AdaBoost and
many other algorithms with a convex loss minimization. The details can be found in [20, §12.3]
and Matlab code is included in §S.7. Each run comprised 200 training examples and 1000 testing
examples (random splits). Following [20], the noise level was set to 0.20. In our context, this
translates to a type prior of 0 (always reassigning a random label) and a noise grade of ≈ −1.4.
Not surprisingly, AdaBoost and VIBoost do not succeed in finding a decent classifier for this set.
However, the SNR values produced by VIBoost indicate that poor classification should be expected
(Figure 10). As a result, the algorithm shifts its focus from classification to noise quantification.
As variational inference navigates through a vast set of auxiliary distributions, our only verifiable
means of efficacy is provided by the ELBO (§S.5). Empirically, we have noticed that ELBO in-
creases are larger in the beginning main-loop iterations. As the algorithm progresses, changes in the
ELBO are quite small and sometimes negative (and small). The small changes are expected because
the composite classifier’s accuracy is improving. We hypothesize that the negative changes stem
from the modal approximation used in a wn-update expectation. Alternatively, the ELBO requires a
v-Log normalization constant, which we compute numerically and may be inexact.
8 Conclusion
We have developed a new boosting-like algorithm. VIBoost attempts to fit a posterior distribution
by applying variational inference to a dynamic model. We began with a model centered around the
binary classification problem and augmented it hierarchically to account for noise.
We did not set out to improve AdaBoost. In addition to forming a binary classifier, the Bayesian
model facilitated a label noise extension and we were able to extract information beyond classifica-
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tion. We have observed experimentally that a good classifier is accompanied by a large SNR. The
SNR may explain why a poor classifier is returned by the learning algorithm. We demonstrated this
by analyzing the Long-Servedio dataset.
This model and accompanying algorithm are fertile ground for future work. This paper did not ad-
dress multi-class problems or regression. We can also extend our model by forming connections
between instances, base classifiers, and classifier weights (currently, these three features are condi-
tionally independent given the labels). We can also form dependencies between instances and label
types, modeling varying levels of noise throughout the instance space.
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S.1 Properties of the Versatile Logistic
The set of nonnegative reals is denoted R+. For vectors β,γ ∈ RK and µ ∈ RK+ let
f(z) =
K∏
k=1
(
1
1 + exp[βk(z − γk)]
)µk
=
K∏
k=1
rk(z) , (19)
where rk(z) =
(
1
1+exp[βk(z−γk)]
)µk
. We note that
0 ≤ 1
1 + exp[βk(z − γk)] ≤ 1 (20)
0 ≤
(
1
1 + exp[βk(z − γk)]
)µk
= rk(z) ≤ 1 (21)
and
rk(z) =
(
1
1 + exp[βk(z − γk)]
)µk
≤
(
1
exp[βk(z − γk)]
)µk
= exp[−µkβk(z − γk)] . (22)
Lemma S.1.1. The integral I =
∫ +∞
−∞ f(z)dz is finite if and only if there exists an i and j such that
βi > 0, µi > 0, βj < 0, and µj > 0.
Proof. If there is a k such that βk = 0 or µk = 0 then rk(z) is a constant and does not contribute to
the finiteness of the integral. Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume that none of the
βk or µk are zero.
(⇒) With rk(z) nonnegative and bounded by 1 we have f(z) ≤ rk(z) for all k and z. It follows that
I ≤
∫ +∞
−∞
min
k
rk(z)dz (23)
≤
∫ +∞
−∞
min{ri(z), rj(z)}dz (24)
=
∫ t
−∞
rj(z)dz +
∫ +∞
t
ri(z)dz , (25)
where t is the unique solution to ri(t) = rj(t). To show that t exists, let g(z) = rj(z)− ri(z). We
have limz→−∞ g(z) = 0− 1 = −1 and limz→+∞ g(z) = 1− 0 = 1. Also,
g′(z) = −µjβj(1 + exp[βj(z − γj)])−µj−1(exp[βj(z − γj)])
+ µiβi(1 + exp[βi(z − γi)])−µi−1(exp[βi(z − γj)]) > 0 . (26)
With g increasing it crosses the z-axis once (intermediate value theorem) at t. From (22) we have
I ≤
∫ t
−∞
exp[−µjβj(z − γj)]dz +
∫ +∞
t
exp[−µiβi(z − γi)]dz (27)
is finite because each integral on the right-hand side is an integral of an exponential tail.
(⇐) Assume all of the βk are negative. As z → +∞ f(z) will approach 1. So there exists a z1 ∈ R
such that f(z) ≥ 1/2 when z ≥ z1, leading to a divergent integral. The analogous case can be made
for the βk all positive. The only other choice is that there is a βi > 0 and βj < 0.
Corollary S.1.2. The density p(z) ∝ f(z) is valid if and only if there exists an i and j such that
βi > 0, µi > 0, βj < 0, and µj > 0.
Lemma S.1.3. log rk(z) is concave.
Proof. If βk = 0 or µk = 0 then rk(z) is a constant function, which is concave. Otherwise, we have
d
dz
log rk(z) = −µk βk exp[βk(z − γk)]
1 + exp[βk(z − γk)] = −µk
βk
1 + exp[−βk(z − γk)] (28)
d2
dz2
log rk(z) = −µk β
2
k exp[−β(z − γk)]
(1 + exp[−βk(z − γk)])2 < 0 (29)
proving concavity.
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Lemma S.1.4. The distribution v-Log(β,γ,µ) is unimodal.
Proof. If p(z) is the associated density then we wish to show that p(z) has one critical point. Since
p(z) > 0, log p(z) will have the same critical points as p(z) because d(log p(z))/dz = p′(z)/p(z).
From the previous Lemma, log p(z) is concave. Being a valid density over the reals, concavity
ensures that log p(z) will have one critical point as it increases and then decreases.
S.1.1 On v-Log(βu¯, γ1, [µ1, µ2]T )
Recall that u¯ , [+1,−1]T and we will assume β > 0. Let V ∼ Beta(µ1, µ2) and g(v) = γ +
1
β log
(
1
v − 1
)
. The function g is monotonic and maps [0, 1] to R. The inverse function is g−1(z) =
1
1+exp[β(z−γ)] . Note that 1− g−1(z) = 11+exp[−β(z−γ)] . If Z = g(V ) then we have
pZ(z) =
pV (v)
|g′(v)| =
Γ(µ1 + µ2)
Γ(µ1)Γ(µ2)
vµ1−1(1− v)µ2−1
1
βv(1−v)
=
Γ(µ1 + µ2)
Γ(µ1)Γ(µ2)
βvµ1(1− v)µ2 (30)
=
Γ(µ1 + µ2)
Γ(µ1)Γ(µ2)
β
(
1
1 + exp[β(z − γ)]
)µ1 ( 1
1 + exp[−β(z − γ)]
)µ2
. (31)
Thus, Z ∼ v-Log(βu¯, γ1, [µ1, µ2]T ). The normalization constant is
1
β
Γ(µ1)Γ(µ2)
Γ(µ1 + µ2)
. (32)
S.1.2 The Exponential Family
A density of the form
p(z | η) = h(z) exp{ηT t(z)− a(η)} (33)
is said to belong to the exponential family. If we set h(z) = 1, define the sufficient statistics
t(z) ,
 log
(
1 + eβ1(z−γ1)
)
...
log
(
1 + eβK(z−γK)
)
 ∈ RK , (34)
and set the natural parameters η = −µ ∈ RK , then v-Log(β,γ,µ) is a member of the exponential
family. Observe:
h(z) exp{ηT t(z)− a(η)} = exp
{
−
K∑
k=1
µk log
(
1 + eβk(z−γk)
)
− a(−µ)
}
(35)
= e−a(−µ)
K∏
k=1
(
1
1 + eβk(z−γk)
)
(36)
∝
K∏
k=1
(
1
1 + eβk(z−γk)
)
. (37)
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S.2 Accounting for label inversions
Let ρ = [ρ1, ρ2, ρ3]T denote a probability vector and let v ∈ {−1,+1} denote a label. We now
form y, a stochastic mapping of v, as follows:
1. With probability ρ1, y ← v [equality]
2. With probability ρ2, y ← −v [inversion]
3. With probability ρ3, y ←
{
+1 w/ prob r
−1 w/ prob 1− r [independent Bernoulli trial]
As outlined above, the formation of y from v possesses 3 degrees of freedom: r and two elements
of ρ. We can create the equivalent stochastic mapping:
1. With probability θ = 2ρ1 + ρ3 − 1, y ← v [equality]
2. With probability θ¯ = 1− θ = 2− 2ρ1 − ρ3,
y ←
{
+1 w/ prob s = 1−ρ1−ρ3(1−r)2−2ρ1−ρ3
−1 w/ prob 1− s [independent Bernoulli trial] .
To show equivalence, we have:
P (Y = +1 | V = +1) = θ + θ¯s [= 1− a] (38)
= (2ρ1 + ρ3 − 1) + (2− 2ρ1 − ρ3)1− ρ1 − ρ3(1− r)
2− 2ρ1 − ρ3 (39)
= ρ1 + ρ3r (40)
P (Y = −1 | V = +1) = θ¯(1− s) [= a] (41)
= (2− 2ρ1 − ρ3)
(
1− 1− ρ1 − ρ3(1− r)
2− 2ρ1 − ρ3
)
(42)
= 1− ρ1 − ρ3 + ρ3(1− r) (43)
= ρ2 + ρ3(1− r) (44)
P (Y = +1 | V = −1) = θ¯s [= b] (45)
= (2− 2ρ1 − ρ3)1− ρ1 − ρ3(1− r)
2− 2ρ1 − ρ3 (46)
= 1− ρ1 − ρ3 + ρ3r (47)
= ρ2 + ρ3r (48)
P (Y = −1 | V = −1) = θ + θ¯(1− s) [= 1− b] (49)
= (2ρ1 + ρ3 − 1) + (2− 2ρ1 − ρ3)
(
1− 1− ρ1 − ρ3(1− r)
2− 2ρ1 − ρ3
)
(50)
= (2ρ1 + ρ3 − 1) + ρ2 + ρ3(1− r) (51)
= ρ1 + ρ3(1− r) . (52)
The above also describes a Binary Asymmetric Channel (BAC) [18] with parameters a and b (See
Figure 11). When we expect a balanced dataset, i.e., the expected number of +1 and −1 labels are
equal, the ratio of true labels to noisy labels is
N
2 (1− a) + N2 (1− b)
N
2 a+
N
2 b
=
2− (a+ b)
(a+ b)
=
2− θ¯
θ¯
=
1 + θ
1− θ , (53)
which is lower bounded by 1. Looking ahead, θ represents a random quantity with expectation
η1
η1+η2
. Using this expectation in place of θ, the above ratio becomes
1 + η1η1+η2
1− η1η1+η2
=
2η1 + η2
η2
= 1 + 2
η1
η2
= 1 + 2
E[Θ]
E[1−Θ] , (54)
thus motivating the use of EΘE[1−Θ] .
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Figure 11: The Binary Asymmetric Channel, P (Y | V ).
S.3 The Gibbs Sampler
This section refers to the original noise model. The joint, denoted J , is
J ∝
(
1
1 + eξ
)µ′0 ( 1
1 + e−ξ
)µ′0
× θζ1−1(1− θ)ζ2−1
×
M∏
m=1
(
1
1 + ecm
)µ0 ( 1
1 + e−cm
)µ0
×
N∏
n=1
θwn(1− θ)1−wn (55)
×
N∏
n=1
 1
1 + exp
[
−yn
∑M
m=1 cmfm(xn)
]
wn ( 1
1 + exp [−ynξ]
)1−wn
For variable z, let J [z] denote the distribution z with all other variables fixed. Starting with ci, we
have
J [ci] ∝
(
1
1 + eci
)µ0 ( 1
1 + e−ci
)µ0
(56)
×
N∏
n=1
 1
1 + exp
[
−yn
(
cifi(xn) +
∑
m6=i cmfm(xn)
)]
wn (57)
(58)
≡ v-Log


+1
−1
−y1fi(x1)
...
−ynfi(xN )
 ,

0
0
−f˜i(x1)fi(x1)
...
−f˜i(xN )fi(xN )
 ,

µ0
µ0
w1
...
wN

 (59)
where f˜i(x) =
∑
m6=i cmfm(xn). Next we consider ξ:
J [ξ] ∝
(
1
1 + eξ
)µ′0 ( 1
1 + e−ξ
)µ′0
×
N∏
n=1
(
1
1 + exp [−ynξ]
)1−wn
(60)
≡ v-Log
([
+1
−1
]
,
[
0
0
]
,
[
µ′0 +
∑
yn=−1(1− wn)
µ′0 +
∑
yn=+1
(1− wn)
])
(61)
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For wi, we have
J [wi] ∝ θwi(1− θ)1−wi
×
 1
1 + exp
[
−yi
∑M
m=1 cmfm(xi)
]
wi ( 1
1 + exp [−yiξ]
)1−wi
(62)
≡ Bernoulli
 θ1+exp[−yi∑Mm=1 cmfm(xi)]
θ
1+exp[−yi
∑M
m=1 cmfm(xi)]
+ 1−θ1+exp[−yiξ]
 . (63)
Finally, for θ we have
J [θ] ∝ θζ1−1(1− θ)ζ2−1 ×
N∏
n=1
θwn(1− θ)1−wn (64)
≡ Beta
(
ζ1 +
N∑
n=1
wn, ζ2 +
N∑
n=1
(1− wn)
)
. (65)
The Gibbs sampler is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Gibbs Sampler
Input: {(xn, yn)}Nn=1, F ,µ0 ∈ R+,µ′0 ∈ R+,ζ ∈ R3+
Initialize η ∈ R2+, ω ∈ R2+, and φ ∈ [0, 1]N
for t = 1 to T do
for i = 1 to M do
ci ∼ v-Log


+1
−1
−y1fi(x1)
...
−ynfi(xN )
 ,

0
0
−f˜i(x1)fi(x1)
...
−f˜i(xN )fi(xN )
 ,

µ0
µ0
w1
...
wN


end for
ξ ∼ v-Log
([
+1
−1
]
,
[
0
0
]
,
[
µ′0 +
∑
yn=−1(1− wn)
µ′0 +
∑
yn=+1
(1− wn)
])
for i = 1 to N do
wi ∼ Bernoulli
(
θ
1+exp[−yi
∑M
m=1 cmfm(xi)]
θ
1+exp[−yi
∑M
m=1 cmfm(xi)]
+ 1−θ
1+exp[−yiξ]
)
end for
θ ∼ Beta
(
ζ1 +
∑N
n=1 wn, ζ2 +
∑N
n=1(1− wn)
)
end for
Output: Samples from the posterior
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S.4 The Variational Updates
S.4.1 The weight update (c)
Isolating the terms of the log-joint (L) involving c, we obtain
L1 = const− µ0 log(1 + ec)− µ0 log(1 + e−c)
−
N∑
n=1
wn log(1 + exp[−yn(H(xn)+ch(xn))]) (66)
We only require the expectation with respect to w1:N :
log q∗(c | β,γ,µ) = const− µ0 log(1 + ec)− µ0 log(1 + e−c)
−
N∑
n=1
φn log(1 + exp[−yn(H(xn)+ch(xn))]) (67)
Here we note that ∓yn{H(xn)+ch(xn)} = ∓ynh(xn){c+H(xn)h(xn)} from the fact that
h(xn) ∈ {−1,+1}. To the exclusion of φn, this manipulation presumes binary logistics,
b-Log(c,∓ynh(xn),−H(xn)h(xn)), and so conjugacy will come into play. The form presented
in (67) parametrizes a versatile logistic distribution with parameters of length N + 2 given by
β(h) ,

+1
−1
−y1h(x1)
...
−yNh(xN )
 γ(H,h) ,

0
0
−H(x1)h(x1)
...
−H(xN )h(xN )
 µ(φ) ,

µ0
µ0
φ1
...
φN
 . (68)
Before proceeding to the next update, we address modal estimation of the versatile logistic. Finding
the mode requires minimizing the negative log of the density or
∑K
k=1 µk log(1 + e
βk(z−γk)) (the
extraneous normalization constant is discarded). The objective of interest is a weighted LogLoss [3]
and minimizing it can be accomplished iteratively. Alternatively, we can reason that for a fixed k,
the quantity log(1+eβk(z−γk)) contributes most to the mode wherever the exponential term is small.
Using a semi-tail approximation, we have log(1 + eβk(z−γk)) ≈ eτβk(z−γk) for positive scalar τ .
Setting τ = 1 best approximates the extreme part of the tail, whereas τ = 1/2 will match the first
derivative at z = γk. If we restrict ourselves to slopes of equal magnitude, i.e., |βk| = β > 0, we
now minimize
eτβz
∑
βk>0
µke
−τβγk + e−τβz
∑
βk<0
µke
τβγk . (69)
Taking the derivative with respect to z and setting equal to zero yields the approximate mode
α =
1
2τβ
log
(∑
k:βk<0
µke
+τβγk∑
k:βk>0
µke−τβγk
)
. (70)
S.4.2 The noise grade update (ξ)
Starting from the log-likelihood, we have
L2 = const− µ′0 log(1 + eξ)− µ′0 log(1 + e−ξ)−
N∑
n=1
(1− wn) log(1 + exp[−ynξ]) . (71)
We only require the expectation with respect to w1:N :
log q∗(ξ | ω) = const− µ′0 log(1+eξ)− µ′0 log(1+e−ξ)−
N∑
n=1
(1−φn) log(1+ exp[−ynξ]). (72)
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The above parametrizes a versatile logistic with slope vector u¯, knot vector 0, and respective multi-
plicities
ω1 = µ
′
0 +
N∑
n=1
(1− φn)1{yn = −1} (73)
ω2 = µ
′
0 +
N∑
n=1
(1− φn)1{yn = +1} . (74)
S.4.3 The type update (wn)
The relevant terms of the log-likelihood are
L3 = const + wn log θ + (1− wn) log(1− θ)
− wn log(1 + exp[−yn(H(xn)+ch(xn))])− (1− wn) log(1 + exp[−ynξ]). (75)
Expectation with respect to c is done via the approximate mode α, i.e., we replace c with α. We
now consider v-Log(u¯,0, [ω1, ω2]); the approximate posterior of ξ. Elementary calculus reveals the
mode is log(ω2/ω1) which is in exact agreement with (70) for τ = 1/2. Suppose V ∼ Beta(ω1, ω2).
If Z = log( 1V − 1), then it can be shown that Z ∼ v-Log(u¯,0, [ω1, ω2]) (see §S.1.1). In this
particular case, both distributions have the same normalization constant of Γ(ω1)Γ(ω2)
Γ(ω1+ω2)
and leveraging
the relationship of V with X , we evaluate
Ez{log(1 + e+Z)} = −Ev{log V } = ψ(ω0)−ψ(ω1) (76)
Ez{log(1 + e−Z)} = −Ev{log(1−V )} = ψ(ω0)−ψ(ω2) , (77)
where ω0 , ω1 + ω2 and ψ(·) is the digamma function. (The above two expectations can be used
to derive the differential entropy.)
Taking the expectation of (75) with respect to ξ using (76) and (77), we obtain
log q∗(wn | φn) ≈ const + wn[ψ(η1)−ψ(η0)] + (1− wn)[ψ(η2)−ψ(η0)]
− wn log(1 + exp[−yn(H(xn)+αh(xn))])
− (1− wn)[ψ(ω0)−ψ(ω2)]1{yn = +1}
− (1− wn)[ψ(ω0)−ψ(ω1)]1{yn = −1} , (78)
where η0 , η1 + η2. If
κn(H,h, α) ,
exp [ψ(η1)−ψ(η2) +ψ(ω0)−ψ(ω2)1{yn = +1} −ψ(ω1)1{yn = −1}]
1 + exp[−yn(H(xn) + αh(xn))] , (79)
then (78) describes a Bernoulli distribution for wn with parameter φn = κn/(1 + κn).
S.4.4 The type prior update (θ)
Again, starting from the log-likelihood, we have
L4 = const + (ζ1 − 1) log θ + (ζ2 − 1) log(1− θ) +
N∑
n=1
[wn log θ + (1− wn) log(1− θ)] (80)
Taking the expectation with respect to w1:N gives
log q∗(θ | η) = const +
(
ζ1 − 1 +
N∑
n=1
φn
)
log θ +
(
ζ2 − 1 +
N∑
n=1
(1− φn)
)
log(1− θ) (81)
which corresponds to a Beta distribution with parameters
η1 = ζ1 +
N∑
n=1
φn (82)
η2 = ζ2 +
N∑
n=1
(1− φn) . (83)
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S.5 The [Dynamic] ELBO
We are interested in the additive change of the ELBO. The log of the joint is
L = const− µ′0 log(1 + eξ)− µ′0 log(1 + e−ξ)− µ0 log(1 + ec)− µ0 log(1 + e−c)
+ (ζ1 − 1) log θ + (ζ2 − 1) log(1− θ) +
N∑
n=1
wn log θ + (1− wn) log(1− θ)
−
N∑
n=1
wn log(1 + exp[−yn(H(xn) + ch(xn))]) + (1− wn) log(1 + exp[−ynξ]) (84)
We now take the expectations with respect to the auxiliary distributions:
EQ{L} = const−
2∑
j=1
µ′0(ψ(ω1 + ω2)−ψ(ωj))− µ0Ec{log(1 + ec)} − µ0Ec{log(1 + e−c)}
−
2∑
j=1
(ζj − 1)(ψ(η1 + η2)−ψ(ηj))
−
N∑
n=1
φn(ψ(η1 + η2)−ψ(η1)) + (1− φn)(ψ(η1 + η2)−ψ(η2))
−
N∑
n=1
(1− φn) [(ψ(ω1 + ω2)−ψ(ω1))1{yn = −1}+ (ψ(ω1 + ω2)−ψ(ω2))1{yn = +1}]
−
N∑
n=1
φnEc{log(1 + exp[−yn(H(xn) + ch(xn))])} (85)
= const−
2∑
j=1
µ′0(ψ(ω1 + ω2)−ψ(ωj))−
2∑
j=1
(ζj − 1)(ψ(η1 + η2)−ψ(ηj))
−
N∑
n=1
φn(ψ(η1 + η2)−ψ(η1)) + (1− φn)(ψ(η1 + η2)−ψ(η2))
−
N∑
n=1
(1− φn) [(ψ(ω1 + ω2)−ψ(ω1))1{yn = −1}+ (ψ(ω1 + ω2)−ψ(ω2))1{yn = +1}]
−
N+2∑
k=1
µkEc{log(1 + eβk(c−γk)} (86)
Expectation with respect to c refers to v-Log(β,γ,µ). Let Bc denote the normalization constant for
this density. We now look at the entropy of the auxiliary distributions.
• c:
logBc +
N+2∑
k=1
µkEc{log(1 + eβk(c−γk)} (87)
• ξ: From §S.1.1, we have
log
(
Γ(ω1)Γ(ω2)
Γ(ω1 + ω2)
)
+ (ω1 + ω2)ψ(ω1 + ω2)−
2∑
j=1
ωjψ(ωj) (88)
• w1:N :
−
N∑
n=1
φn log φn + (1− φn) log(1− φn) (89)
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• θ:
log
(
Γ(η1)Γ(η2)
Γ(η1 + η2)
)
+ (η1 + η2 − 2)ψ(η1 + η2)−
2∑
j=1
(ηj − 1)ψ(ηj) (90)
Combining into a single expression, we obtain
ELBO = const + logBc +
2∑
j=1
log Γ(ωj)− log Γ(ω0) + (ω0 − 2µ′0)ψ(ω0)−
2∑
j=1
(ωj − µ′0)ψ(ωj)
+
2∑
j=1
log Γ(ηj)− log Γ(η0) + (η0 − ζ0)ψ(η0)−
2∑
j=1
(ηj − ζj)ψ(ηj)
−
N∑
n=1
[φn log φn + (1− φn) log(1− φn)]−Nψ(η0) +
N∑
n=1
[ψ(η1)φn +ψ(η2)(1− φn)]
−ψ(ω0)
N∑
n=1
(1− φn) +ψ(ω1)
∑
n:yn=−1
(1− φn) +ψ(ω2)
∑
n:yn=+1
(1− φn) , (91)
where the 0-subscript denotes the vector sum (except for µ′0).
S.5.1 Computing the normalization constant
The change of the ELBO requires the computation of logBc. Referring back to (19) we are inter-
ested inB =
∫ +∞
−∞ f(z)dz. To findB we will employ numerical integration – a reasonable approach
for a function of a single variable. Now, consider
g(z) = − log f(z) =
K∑
k=1
µk log
(
1 + eβk(z−γ)
)
, (92)
and so B =
∫ +∞
−∞ e
−g(z)dz. The function g is positive and convex.
One problem with using numerical integration blindly is that for large z, log(1 + ez) might return
infinity. For example, in evaluating log(1 + e5000), computational software will first perform e5000
and return a value of infinity. Subsequently, adding one and taking the log will also return infinity.
This motivates the following Lemma.
Lemma S.5.1. For [z]+ , z1{z > 0} we have log(1 + ez) = log(1 + e−|z|) + [z]+.
Proof. If z ≤ 0 then z = −|z| and [z]+ = 0 yielding equality. If z > 0 then z = |z| and [z]+ = z.
We have log(1 + e−z) + z = log(1 + e−z) + log ez = log(1 + ez).
Utilizing the above Lemma to evaluate log(1 + ez) ensures that infinite values are not returned from
software. Revisiting the previous example, log(1+e5000)→ log(1+e−5000)+5000 ≈ 0+5000 =
5000.
Now suppose that 1000 is a lower bound on g(z). A numerical integration procedure would have to
deal with numbers on the order of e−1000, leading to a zero estimate of B. To avoid this pitfall we
translate g(z). Utilizing a Golden Section Search can produce the minimum value of g(z). Let z¯ be
the scalar such that g′(z¯) = 0, i.e., z¯ is the global minimizer of g. We can now consider
B =
∫ +∞
−∞
exp[−g(z)]dz =
∫ +∞
−∞
exp[−g(z + z¯)]dz (93)
= exp[−g(z¯)]
∫ +∞
−∞
exp[−(g(z + z¯)− g(z¯))]dz (94)
logB = −g(z¯) + log
(∫ +∞
−∞
exp[−(g(z + z¯)− g(z¯))]dz
)
. (95)
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The translated function g˜(z) = g(z + z¯) − g(z¯) is nonnegative with 0 as the global minimizer and
g˜(0) = 0.
Our last step before using numerical integration is the contraction of the integration limits. Using
the substitution u = tan−1 x (or x = tanu) we arrive at
B = exp[−g(z¯)]
∫ +pi/2
−pi/2
exp[−g˜(tanu)] sec2(u)du (96)
logB = −g(z¯) + log
(∫ +pi/2
−pi/2
exp[−g˜(tanu)] sec2(u)du
)
. (97)
This final integral serves as the input to a numerical integrator to produce logB.
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S.6 Approximate mode simplification
Recall: y2n = 1, ynh(xn) = +1⇔ yn = h(xn) and ynh(xn) = −1⇔ yn 6= h(xn). We form
Z =
N∑
n=1
φne
−τynH(xn) dn =
φne
−τynH(xn)
Z
ε =
N∑
n=1
dn1{yn 6= h(xn)} . (98)
We have
1
2τ
log
(
µ0 +
∑N
n=1 φne
−τH(xn)h(xn)1{yn = h(xn)}
µ0 +
∑N
n=1 φne
+τH(xn)h(xn)1{yn 6= h(xn)}
)
(99)
=
1
2τ
log
(
µ0 +
∑N
n=1 φne
−τynH(xn)ynh(xn)1{yn = h(xn)}
µ0 +
∑N
n=1 φne
+τynH(xn)ynh(xn)1{yn 6= h(xn)}
)
(100)
=
1
2τ
log
(
µ0 +
∑N
n=1 φne
−τynH(xn)1{yn = h(xn)}
µ0 +
∑N
n=1 φne
−τynH(xn)1{yn 6= h(xn)}
)
(101)
=
1
2τ
log
(
µ0/Z +
∑N
n=1 φne
−τynH(xn)1{yn = h(xn)}/Z
µ0/Z +
∑N
n=1 φne
−τynH(xn)1{yn 6= h(xn)}/Z
)
(102)
=
1
2τ
log
(
µ0/Z +
∑N
n=1 dn1{yn = h(xn)}
µ0/Z +
∑N
n=1 dn1{yn 6= h(xn)}
)
(103)
=
1
2τ
log
(
µ0/Z +
∑N
n=1 dn(1− 1{yn 6= h(xn)})
µ0/Z +
∑N
n=1 dn1{yn 6= h(xn)}
)
(104)
=
1
2τ
log
(
µ0/Z + 1−
∑N
n=1 dn1{yn 6= h(xn)}
µ0/Z +
∑N
n=1 dn1{yn 6= h(xn)}
)
(105)
=
1
2τ
log
(
µ0/Z + 1− ε
µ0/Z + ε
)
(106)
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S.7 Matlab code for Long-Servedio Data
The code below can be used to generate samples. In the paper, we called the function with n=10
and eta=0.20.
function [X y] = longservedio(m,n,eta)
% [X y] = longservedio(m,n,eta)
% inputs:
% m -> # of samples
% n -> data will have 2n+11 dimensions
% eta -> Bayes error
% outputs:
% X -> matrix m.by.(2n+11)
% y -> m-vector of +1/-1 labels
%
% Source:
% Boosting: Foundations and Algorithms
% Shapire & Freund, MIT Press 2012
% [12.3]
%
% m-file author: Alex Lorbert
%
k = 2*n+1;
X = zeros(m,2*n+11);
y = zeros(m,1);
for i=1:m
t = rand(1);
if t < 1/4 % with probability 0.25
x1 = ones(1,2*n+1);
x2 = get_random_bv(10,0);
elseif t < 3/4 % with probability 0.5
x1 = get_random_bv(k,1);
x2 = get_random_bv(10,-2);
else % with probability 0.25
x1 = get_random_bv(k,1);
x2 = ones(1,10);
end
X(i,:) = [x1 x2];
s = rand(1);
if s < 1-eta
y(i) = 1;
else
y(i) = -1;
end
end
return
function x = get_random_bv(n,k) % get random binary vector of dimension n
% such that the sum equals k
m = (k + n)/2; % n and k will have same parity by construction
x = ones(1,n);
x(1:m) = -1;
x = x(randperm(n)); % randomly permute
return
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